U.S. Failure to Return Personal Belongings of Migrant Deportees

In fiscal year 2014, U.S. authorities deported approximately 316,000 individuals, of which 96.1 percent were returned to Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador. Once deported, migrants are highly vulnerable to violence and abuse, which is greatly exacerbated by the routine failure of U.S. authorities to return key belongings to migrants, including cash, prescription medications, cell phones, or identification documents.

This border-wide concern has been reflected in numerous reports, including in documentation gathered by the University of Arizona and released in March of 2013 as preliminary findings to their report, In the Shadow of the Wall: Family Separation, Immigration Enforcement and Security. In more than 1,000 interviews conducted from 2010 to 2012 in shelters at Mexico’s northern border from Tijuana to Nuevo Laredo and in Mexico City, researchers found that 39 percent of individuals reported “having belongings taken and never returned” upon deportation.

For more than a decade, U.S. border policy has focused on deterrence-based strategies, which have created an increasingly complicated process through which migrants are processed from the point of apprehension until their subsequent deportation. This process is embodied by what U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) calls a “consequence delivery system,” which includes the Alien Transfer Exit Program (also known as lateral repatriations) and criminal prosecution and imprisonment for illegal entry and re-entry, including those channeled through Operation Streamline. The increased use of Federal District Courts to prosecute migrants criminally for illegal entry and re-entry has resulted in multiple transfers of migrant custody between federal law enforcement agencies, a factor that has been shown to increase the likelihood that migrants’ belongings will fail to follow them until the point of their repatriation.

For example, an individual may be apprehended by CBP and spend a few hours in short-term custody, then be transferred to U.S. Marshals custody for pre-trial detention in a county jail, and then sent after conviction to a Bureau of Prisons facility to serve out a sentence, at which time they end up released to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) custody to effectuate their removal.

Each of these agencies (CBP and ICE under the Department of Homeland Security and U.S. Marshals and Bureau of Prisons under the Department of Justice) maintains distinct protocols for handling belongings. The U.S. Marshals policy permits them to accept limited, specific items (for example, a wedding ring, prescription glasses, no more than $50 in cash, and so on). CBP’s overarching policy is to hold all non-perishable personal belongings for up to 30 days, at which time they will be destroyed per a written agreement signed by the migrants prior to leaving CBP custody—often without their knowledge of how long they will be in the custody of U.S. authorities. Individuals may authorize a third party to retrieve these belongings on their behalf. However, this 30-day window is often unrealistically short given the challenges detainees may face in identifying and contacting someone able to collect their belongings, as well as the bureaucratic hurdles faced by a detainee who receives a sentence longer than 30 days.

Although CBP has a general belongings policy, different practices are followed in some sectors. For example, in the CBP El Paso and Tucson Sectors, staff members of the Office of Protection of Migrants of the Mexican Consulates in Tucson and El Paso retrieve and store the belongings of individuals referred from CBP to Operation Streamline proceedings. Consulate staff members then mail belongings to Mexico City (in consular pouches), which are then sent to the regional offices for Mexico’s Secretariat of Foreign Relations (Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, or SRE) for the property owners to retrieve. Although these individuals may ultimately receive some or all of their belongings, this...
process may take several months and does not always prevent the vulnerability migrants experience when first deported to Mexico, typically in the border region, without their belongings. Furthermore, long distances and travel costs may be an additional barrier for some retrieving their belongings at SRE offices. In addition, the Mexican Consulates can only help those individuals who have provided an exact, current address in Mexico. This practice also does not address the need to return belongings to individuals who are from other Latin American or Central American countries. A better policy solution would ensure that belongings follow migrants throughout the custody transfers from one U.S. agency to another and that belongings are returned to them prior to repatriation.

**Consequences of Failing to Return Migrants’ Belongings Prior to Repatriation**

Individuals often find themselves in unfamiliar cities upon deportation. Those deported without their cell phones, IDs, or currency to towns where they lack any contacts face significant hurdles to access resources or integrate into Mexican society. Some wind up homeless and unable to get a job because they can’t prove to prospective employers who they are. Others try to return to the original towns in Mexico they left years ago, but to get there they have to acquire enough money for transportation and then they face a slew of checkpoints put up by federal, military, and municipal police that are difficult to pass through without a proper form of ID. In addition, they are unable to cash checks or even be reunited with their children because they cannot verify their identity without an ID.

Several media and human rights reports suggest that the practice of not returning belongings makes migrants, who are already targets of crime and violence, even more vulnerable to abuse upon repatriation. This is an even greater problem when migrants are returned to areas with exceptionally high indices of homicide, kidnapping, and other forms of violence. Mexico’s National Human Rights Commission identified over 200 cases of migrant kidnappings, impacting over 11,000 victims during a six-month timeframe in 2010. This vulnerability is compounded when migrants are deported without their belongings. A 2012 CNN investigative piece identified the failure to return belongings as a practice that puts migrants at increased risk of violence.

While the U.S. UPR submission states that the “United States has an unwavering commitment to respect the human rights of all migrants, regardless of their immigration status,” the report fails to recognize the hardships and real risks associated with failure to return migrants’ belongings and the need to establish and enforce an inter-agency agreement ensuring the return of migrants’ personal belongings.

**Suggested Recommendations**

1. The U.S. government should develop and implement an inter-agency agreement among Customs and Border Protection, U.S. Marshals, Bureau of Prisons, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement that will ensure the return of personal belongings, including cell phones, IDs, currency, and other key belongings, to migrants at the moment of release or repatriation.

2. The agreement should also instruct these agencies that belongings are not to be destroyed or disposed of while an individual is still in custody, except those specific items whose nature or condition requires their immediate destruction (such as food that is perishable).

3. All detainee funds should be returned in cash in the currency of the destination country, or in U.S. currency, whichever is preferred by the migrant.

For more information, contact the Human Rights Program of the ACLU: humanrights@aclu.org
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